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A B ST R A C T . A basic theory for compact and (closely related) semi Fredholm opera­
tors on p-adic Banach spaces is given.
IN T R O D U C T IO N . Compact operators on Banach spaces E  over a non-archimedean 
valued field K  have been studied in [2], [4], [5], [6], [7], [11]. In some of these, severe 
restrictions have been imposed on K  or E  (viz. K  spherically complete or E  has an 
orthogonal base). Also, the techniques used in these various papers differ. The purpose 
of this paper is to set up a theory of compact operators by using functional analytic 
methods, yielding also many new results. In appropriate sections the connection to the 
existing literature is explained.
T E R M IN O L O G Y . Throughout K  is a non-archimedean valued field that is complete 
under the metric induced by its non-trivial valuation | |, and E, F, (2,... are Iv-Banach 
spaces with a (non-archimedean) norm denoted ¡| ||. With the usual operator norm, 
C (E , F) is the -Banach space consisting of all continuous linear maps: E  —+ F  and 
C(E) := £ (E ,E ) .  The dual space of E  is E* — L (E ,K ) .  The adjoint A! € L(F* ,E ')  
of an A. E C(E, F)  is defined as usual. The closed unit ball {a? 6  E  : ||#|| < 1} of E  is 
denoted by B e * The (norm) closure of a set X  C E  is X .
A nonempty subset A  of E  is absolutely convex if x, y € A, £ K , |A| < 1, |/x| < 
1 implies \ x  +  fty 6 A. The smallest absolutely convex set containing X  C E  is coX, 
the K - linear hull of X  is [X]. We shall write coX instead of coJ£.
A subset X  of E  is a compacioid (local compactoid) if for each zero neighbourhood 
U in E  there exists a finite set F  C E  such that X  C U 4- coF  (X  C U +  [F]).
A map T  e  £(E>F) is compact if T(B&) is a compactoid. A map A  € £ (E ,F )  is 
semi-Fredholm if Ker.4 is finite dimensional and Im i is closed.
For unexplained terms and background we refer to [9], [15], [12] (locally convex 
and Banach spaces), [9], [10], [13] ((local) compactoids and compact operators), [7] 
(semi-Fredholm operators).
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§ 1. COMPLETE CONTINUITY
For a T  6 £(E>F) let us introduce property (*):
(*) T  maps weakly convergent sequences into norm convergent sequences.
The relation between ‘compactness5 and (*) differs from the Archimedean theory:
PR O P O S IT IO N  1.1. Let K  be spherically complete. Then each T  € £ (E )F )  has 
property (*).
Proof. By [9], Theorem 4.55 each weakly convergent sequence is norm convergent.
Remark. The conclusion of Proposition 1.1 holds also if K  is not spherically complete 
and E  is a stronly polar Banach space (e.g. Co), see [12]. However, if E  — l°° and K  
is not spherically complete then for T £ £(l°° —* F), property (*) implies compactness 
of T  (for the converse, see Theorem 1.2). Proof. By reflexivity ([9], Theorem 4.17) the 
sequence l\ (1, 0, 0,...), h  := (0, 1, 0,...), 1$ =  (0, 0, 1, 0,...) converges weakly to 0, so 
A  := cô{X/i, Tl2l...} is a compactoid in F . Let x  € B \oo ; we prove that T x  £ A. In fact, 
set x  =  (flt £2> •••)> x n =  (Îi?Î2> —linjOjOj •••)* ^  *3 easily seen that limn_f00(a: — z n) =  0 
weakly so that T x  — limn_f00Txn € A.
PR O B LEM . For nonspherically complete ÜT, study the class of operators T  in £ { E , F) 
that have property (*).
On the other hand we have the following theorem that has a well known Archimedean 
counterpart (see [1], Theorem VI 5.6). Notice that we do not require the weak topology 
on E  to be Hausdorff!
TH EO R EM  1 .2 . Let £ (E ,F ) .  The following are equivalent.
(a) T  is compact.
w  //  (*»)iG/ 15 a bounded net converging weakly to 0 then (Tæ,*)^/ converges to 0 in 
the norm topology.
Proof, (a) =$>■ Q3). By continuity of T  we have Txi —+ 0 weakly in D := TE .  By 
compactness of 21, D  is of countable type (hence, a polar space) and X  := {Txi : i € /} 
is a norm compactoid in D. By [12], Theorem 5.12 the norm topology and the weak 
topology of D coincide on X  U {0}. It follows that Tx{ —> 0 in the norm sense.
(/?) =$> (a). We shall prove that, if D is a subspace of E  for which inf{||ÎTic||/||ic|| : x  €
D, x  0} > 0 then dim D < oo (compactness of T then follows from [9], Theorem 
4.40 (77) ==>• (ct)). In fact, let (z,-) be a net in the unit ball of D converging to 0 in the 
weak topology of D. Then also Xi —► 0 in the weak topology of E. By (/?), Tx{ —► 0 in 
the norm of TD  so, by assumption, X{ —► 0 in the norm topology of D. Thus, the unit
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ball of D , being a compactoid for the weak topology of D, is also a compactoid for the 
norm topology. It follows that dim D < oo.
V
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§ 2. BASES (cj) FOR W HICH Te{ -> 0
If T  is a compact operator on a separable Hilbert space H  over C then for any or- 
thonormal base e j, e2, ... of H  we have limn_^ooT e n =  0 (since l i m ^ ^  en =  0 weakly). 
Although in the p-adic theory the standard base , e2, ... of co is not weakly convergent 
the question as to whether limn-ooTe« =  0 for some (all) compact T  G £(c0) makes 
good sense. Our first Proposition reveals a strong deviation from the classical theory.
P R O P O S IT IO N  2.1« Let T  G £ ( c q )  be such that limn^ o o ^ n =  0 fo r  each orthonor- 
mal base of cq. Then T  =  0 .
Proof. Let x  G c0, a: ^  0. To prove T x ~  0 we may assume ||a:|| =  1. By [9], Lemma 
4.35 and Theorem 5.9 there exist 2, £ cq such that £ ,e i,e 2, ... is an orthonorma! 
base of cq. Then limn_*oo T e n =s 0. But also x , x  — ej, x  — 62,... is an orthonormal base 
of c0 so that Hmn-t-oo T (x  — en) = 0 i.e. T x  — 0.
On the other hand, for any fbced orthonormal base e3,e2,.,. of Cq the set {T  G £(cq) : 
limn^ooTeji =  0} is nontrivial and consists only of compact operators. So one might 
ask whether for each compact T  G jC(cq) there exists an orthonormal base e i,e2,~. 
(depending on T)  for which lim ^oo  T en =  0. To obtain the answer (given in Corollary 
2.5) we shall first allow the base to be i-orthogonal.
L E M M A  2.2. Let E  be of countable type, let T  G £ ( E yF) be compact Let x G E, t G 
(0,1), e > 0. Then E  has a t-orthogonal decomposition E  = D  © H  where D and H  
are closed subspaces such that
(i) dim D < oo, i e D ,
(ii) | |T |F | |  <  e.
Proof K x  has a \/£-orthogonal complement M . Since T \M  is compact there is a closed 
sub space H  C M  of finite co dimension such that ||T|iT|| < e ([9] Theorem 4.40). H  has 
a \/i-orthogonal complement M\ in M, Set D := K x  +  M*. It is easily seen that D 
and H  are t -orthogonal.
T H E O R E M  2.3. Lei E  be an infinite’dimensional Banach space of countable type. 
Then for each compact T  G £ ( E yF) and each t £ (0,1) there exists a t-orthogonal base 
Ci, ¿2 , •• • of E  with inf 711 | | |  ^  9 and lim^—i-oo T 0.
Proof Let 61, 62,-.. £ E  be such that [61, 62,...] is dense in E. Choose t i ,¿2,... G 
(0,1) such that Unt n =  v/i. According to Lemma 2.2 we can make a ¿j-orthbgonal 
decomposition E — D\ © H\ where dim D\ < 00, 61 6  D\ and ||T|iifi|| < Write
l 2 — ^  + hi where 6 Di, /*i G By Lemma 2.2 we can make a t2-orthogonal 
decomposition H\ — D 2 © H 2 where dim D 2 < oo» hi G D 2 and ||T|J?2|| 5: \  etc.
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Inductively we arrive at a sequence of finite dimensional spaces D \ , D 2, ... such that for 
each u G N
(i) {61, 62? — >&n} C Di +  D 2 +  ... +  D n
(«) ||r |i? „ +11| <  2-
(iii) D n and Dn+1 4- J^n+2 +  ••• are i n-orthogonal.
Prom (iii) it follows that 2>i, £>2, ... is a Iftn =  ^-orthogonal sequence of subspaces. By 
choosing in every nonzero Dn a \/i-orthogonal base we obtain a ¿-orthogonal sequence 
e i,e2, ... and we can arrange that infn ||en|| > 0 and supn ||en|| < 00. Then (i) implies 
that ci, e2, ... is a base of E> while from (ii) it follows that limre_+00 Ten =  0,
Remark. There is no ‘obvious’ version of Theorem 2.3 for spaces E  that are not of 
countable type! In fact, here is a space E  with an uncountable orthonormal base and a 
compact T  : E  —► cq such that for each t G (0,1) and each i-orthogonal base (e*) of E  
with inf ||ei|| > 0 we do not have limTe,* =  0: Choose a set I  with # 7  > #/°° and make 
a continuous linear surjection tv : E  ;= Cq(I)  —* /°°, let 5  : l°° —*■ Cq be any injective 
compact operator. Then T := Son is compact. If for some i-orthogonal base (e*)iG/ of 
E  with inf,- ||et-|| > 0 we had lim,- Te,- =  0 then {i G Ij 7ref- ^  0} is countable implying 
Z°° ~  E /Ker 7r is of countable type, a contradiction.
Next we discuss, given a compact operator T o n a  space of countable type, the existence 
of an orthogonal base e i,e2, ... for which infrt ||en|| > 0 and limn^oo Ten =  0.
T H E O R E M  2.4. For an infinite-dimensional Banach space E  of countable type the 
following are equivalent.
(a) For any Banach space F  and each compact T  G £ { E ,F )  there exists an orthogonal 
base ex, e2, ... of E  with infn ||en|| > 0 and limn-,oo Ten =  0.
(/?) For each f  G E ( there exists an orthogonal base e i,e2i"* of E  with infn ||en|| > 0 
and Kmn_+oQ /( e n) =  0.
(7 ) For each f  £ E* there exists an z  £ E, x ^  0 with | ƒ(a:)| =  ||/ || ||x||.
(5) Every strictly decreasing sequence of values of the norm function converges to 0. 
(e) The valuation of K  is discrete. E  is spherically complete.
Proof, (a) =$■ (/?) is trivial, (/?) ==> (7 )  is easy (as n  1— * I / ( en)|/||en|| is a null 
sequence, | |/ | | =  sup„ =  max„
(7 ) = $ •  (£)* Let {ej : i G N} be a maximal orthogonal subset of E\ we prove it to be a 
base of E . Suppose D  :== [e; : i G N] ^  E. Then choose an ƒ G E \  ƒ ^  0, f (D )  =  {0}. 
By ( 7 )  there is an x £ E^ x ^  0 with |/(x ) | =  || ƒ || ||®||. For each d G D we have
IIƒ II H  =  l / ( *  -  <01 <  ll/ll II*
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implying xJLD, a contradiction. Now (5) follows from [9] Theorems 5.13 and 5.16 and 
so does (6) <=$> (e). Finally, we prove (e) (a). From [9], Theorems 5.13 and 5.16 
it follows that if D x C D 2 C E  are closed subspaces then D± has an orthocomplement 
in I>2- To arrive at (a) read the proofs of Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 for t =-tn — 1 
for all n  6  N.
C O R O LLA RY  2.5.
(i) For each compact T  G C ( cq) and t £ (0 ,1) there exists a t-orthogonal base e i , e 2, ... 
of Co with ||en || =  1 for all n and l im n -^  Ten =  0.
(ii) There exists for each compact T  G £ ( c q )  an orthonormal base e i,e2,«.. of c0 with 
limn_+oo T e n =  0 if and only i f  the valuation of K  is discrete.
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§ 3. SE M I-FR E D H O L M  A N D  C O M PA C T O PER A TO R S
The main results of this section (Theorems 3.1 and 3.4) were proved in [8] in the course 
of characterizing semi-FVedholm operators by preservation of orthogonality. Here we 
have a different approach.
Throughout § 3 we shall denote the natural factorization of an i  6 £(£?, F) as 
follows:
E  F
* a \  y  A\
JS/Ker A
where E j  Ker A  has the quotient norm.
T H E O R E M  3.1. ([8], Corollary 2.6) Let A  £ jC(E^F). Then the following are equi­
valent.
(a) A  is semi-Predholm.
(/?) I f  X  is a local compactoid in F  then A“ 1^ )  a local compactoid in E.
Proof, (a) = >  (/3). We may assume that X  is absolutely convex and closed. As 
Im A\ — Im A  is closed we have by the open mapping theorem that A \  is a linear 
homomorphism onto Im Ai. Then AJ'1(X), being isomorphic to XH Im A \  is a closed 
local compactoid. By [10], Corollary 6.5 we have A^ ”1(X) =  D ® Y  where D is a finite 
dimensional vector space and where Y  is an absolutely convex closed compactoid. From 
[3], Proposition 2.5 it follows that there is a compactoid Z  in E  with tta(Z ) ~  Y .  Then
A - '(X ) =  i t f V W  =  *a (d  +  n  =  * ? ( D )  +  2-
Now Ker A is a finite dimensional, hence so is 7r^1(i?) so that -f Z  is a local
compactoid,
(/?) =$■ (a). A""1{0}isa local compactoid and is also a linear subspace so its dimension 
is finite. To prove that Im A  =  Im A\  is closed, let £ E /Ker A  be such
that Ai3:n = y £ F. As A i x 2, ... is Cauchy, ^-1^ 2, •••} is a com-
pactoid. By (/?), A ^fA i® !, } is a local compactoid hence so is {^i, £2,...} C
7ryiA "1{Aia:i) Ai, £2,...}, and is X  := co{£i,£2j •••}• The norm x  1—4 ||Aiic|| (x £ 
E / K gt A) induces a topology on E /K e i  A  weaker than the initial topology. Then these 
topologies coincide on X  ([13], Theorems 9, 10). Thus lim n ^ o o  — x m) =  0
implies limn,m-+oo(®n — arm) — 0. By completeness x  := limn-*oo exists and A \x  =  y 
so Im Ai is closed.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let B  £ £ (E ,F ) ,  A  £ C(F,G).
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(i) I f  B are semi-Fredholm then so is AB .
(ii) I f  A B  is semi-Fredholm then so is B .
Proof. Statement (i) is a direct consequence of the previous theorem. To prove (ii), let 
A be a local compactoid in F. Then B ~ 1{X) C B ^ 1A ~ 1{A X ) — (AB)- 1(.4A). Now 
A X  is a local compactoid and, by Theorem 3.1, so is (Aj3)~'1(AX) and is B ~ 1{X).
In the remaining part of § 3 we shall connect the notions ‘compact’ and ‘semi-Fredholm1 
and shall see that they are - in a sense - quite opposite.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let T ,A  6 £ {E ,F ) .  I f  T  is compact and A  is semi-Fredholm 
then T  + A is semi-Fredholm.
Proof Let X  C F  be an absolutely convex local compactoid; we prove that (T + A )~ 1{X)  
is a local compactoid i.e. ([10], Lemma 6.1) that its intersection with B e  is a compactoid. 
We have
{T + A)“ 1 (A) n B B ~ { x £  B e , T x + A x e  X}
C {x € B e  : Ax e  T B e  +  X }  =  B E n  A ' ^ T B e +  A").
As T B e is a compactoid and A  is semi-Fredholm, A~~1{T B e +  X )  is a local compactoid 
so B e n A " 1 {T B e +  A ) is a compactoid.
TH EO R EM  3.4. ([8], Theorem 2.4), Let A  6 £ { E yF). The following are equivalent, 
{a) A  is semi-Fredholm.
(/?) For each closed subspacc D of E  the restriction A\D is semi-Fredholm.
(7 ) For each closed infinite dimensional subspace D  of E  the restriction A\D is not 
compact.
(£) For each closed infinite dimensional subspace D of E, D of countable type, the 
restriction A\D is not compact 
(£) For each t 6 (0,1) and each t-orthogonal sequence ei, e2, ... in E  with infn ||en || > 0 
we have lim inf n^oo || Ae„ || > 0.
Proof (a) =>- (/?), If X  C F  is a local compactoid then, by Theorem 3.1, A“ 1 (A) is 
one and so is A“ 1(A )fli?. Again by Theorem 3.1 the restriction A\D  is semi-Fredholm. 
{f3) ==>• (7 ). Let D  be a closed subspace of E  such that A\D  is compact. From (¡3) we 
obtain that AD  is closed. By [9], Theorem 4.40 (7 ) =£■ (a) we have dim AD  < 00. As 
(Ker A) C\D is finite dimensional we must conclude that dim D < 00.
(7 ) =$■ (8). Trivial.
(<S) =$> {e). Let ƒ 1,ƒ2,... be a subsequence of By (<?) the restriction
•4|[/i) / 2i •••] is not compact so not limn^oo A f n =  0. It follows that liminfn^oo ||Aen || >
0.
(e) =>> (<*), Suppose A is not semi-Fredholm. By Theorem 3.1 there exists a (closed, 
absolutely convex) local compactoid A C F  such that A“ 1 (A”) is not a local compactoid
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in E.  Thus ([9], Theorem 6.7) there exists, for some t £ (0,1), a ¿-orthogonal sequence 
ei i e2j*" in A"*1^ )  with infn ||en|| > 0. It is easily seen that the restriction of A  to 
D := [ei,e2,...] is compact. But then D has (by Theorem 2.3) a ¿-orthogonal base 
f i , / 2i ••• with infn ||/n || >  0 and limn—oo A f n =  0 which conflicts (e),
T H E O R E M  3*5. Let T  £ C^E^F). Then the following are equivalent.
(а) T  is compact
(/?) For each closed subspace D  of E  the restriction T\D is compact 
(7 ) For each closed infinite dimensional subspace D of E  the restriction T\D is not 
semi-Fredholm.
(б) For each closed infinite dimensional subspace D of E, D of countable type} the 
restriction T\D  is not semi-Fredholm.
(e) For each t £ (0,1) and each closed infinite dimensional subspace D of E  there exists 
a t-orthogonal sequence e i,e 2, ... in D with infn ||en|| > 0 and iiminfn^oo ||T en 
0.
Proof, (a) =$> (/?) is trivial. It is easy to see that (/?) (7 ) follows from Theorem
3.4 (a) (7 ). The implication (7 ) = >  (6) is trivial whereas (a) = 4>- (e) follows from 
Theorem 2.3. To prove (e) =£- (a) and (£) (a) first observe that either (e) or (5) 
implies the following.
For every infinite dimensional closed subspace D of E  there exists an infinite
(*) dimensional closed subspace D 1 of D for which T\D \  is compact.
(In fact, if (e) holds, choose D i  =  [ƒ*, / 2, w h e r e  ƒ 1, ƒ2,... is a subsequence of e2, ... 
for which limn^oo IfT/jjH — 0 . To prove (£) = >  (*) we may assume that D  is of 
countable type. By Theorem 3.4 (ct) <£=>- (7 ) there exists an infinite dimensional 
closed sub space D\ C D  such that T\D i  is compact.)
We now shall complete the proof by showing (*) (a). Suppose T  is not compact. 
Then T B b  is not a compactoid so it contains, for some t £ (0,1), a t-orthogonal sequence 
l/i, 2/2, ••• with a  := infn \\yn\\ > 0. Choose zn £ T B e with \\zn — yn\\ < for each n. 
Then ||^n|| =  ||yn || for each n  and it is not hard to see that z \ , z2j... are also i-orthogonal. 
Choose £ &E with T x n =  zn for each n. For A1} An 6 K  we have
n n
— II 5 2  ^*11 -  tm ax ||A ^ || > tamax|A,-|
t — 1  1 = 1  * 1
n
> to;max |A^ | ||rci|| > ta\\ ^  A,-Xj||.
|  n  11 w T
i=l
It follows that T \[x i)xz , ...] is a homeomorphism into F , which contradicts (*).
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§ 4. C H A R A C TER IZA TIO N S OF SEM I-FR ED H O LM  O PE R A T O R S
In this section we extend [7], Theorem 5 by allowing the base field K  to be not spherically 
complete (Theorem 4.2).
For an absolutely convex subset A in a Jv-vector space we set
A if the valuation of K  is discrete 
P| A A if the valuation of K  is dense.
|A|>1
LEM M A 4.1. Let D be a dosed subspace of E  such that both D and E /D  are infinite­
dimensional. Let 7T be the quotient map E  —► E /D .  Then there exists a closed subspace 
F  of E  such that k(F) and it(Bp)e are not closed.
Proof. Choose a ^-orthogonal sequence £1, 22,... in E /D  with
7; > IMI > 11^ 21| > , lim zn — 0.£ n~~>oo
Choose e i,e2, ... in E  with 7r(en) =  zn and ||en|| < 2||zn || for each n  £ N. Then
||z»|| <  ||enII <  2||r„|| < 1  (n G N)
Further, choose a i-orthogonal sequence d i,¿ 2,... in D  for which
1 <  K l l  <  M  (n € N)
for some M e  R. Now set
ffi t— dn (ti £ N)
and let F  be the Banach space generated by {ƒi , ƒ2 » • - -} - We first prove that ƒ*, f 2l. 
is a ^-orthogonal base for F. In fact, let A i , A n 6 K.  We have
n n n
II A./iH > II ^7 r(A ,/i)l| =  II ^  A.i.ll > i  mpx|| Atz,|| > jm a x  ||A,e,|| 
* = 1 j = l »-1 *
So certainly
n n n n
Ë  Will =  11Ë  A-'e- + £  A^ n  ^  ill £  A‘e<ii-
¿=1 «=1 1-1 1=1
But then also
¿ A i / i | |  > i | |^ A ,< i | | |  >  ^ maxIIAid,-II =  i  max ||A(ƒ;||,
1=1 | = 1
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(since ||e*|| <  1 < ||ô?î|| we have ||c?,'|| =  ||et’ +  ¿¿j) =  ||/»||) which shows that, indeed, 
f u  Î 2, ••• is an ^-orthogonal base of F.
By observing that 1 <  | | /n || < M  for each n we find
oo
F  =  ( T  A , f i  : A ; 6  K,  .Em A,- =  0}.*' t^ +OOi-1
Hence,
CO
7t(F)  =  { V ' AiZ{ : A,- G ÜT, lim A; =  0}4 i—+00I~1
We see that S £ i  “  li^n-^oo *1 £ ft{F). But, as the system £1, 22^.. is | -  
orthogonal we have ^3 i=i Thus, ?r(F) is not closed.
Similarly, by equivalence of the norms ¡| || and 2  Ai/i 1— * max; |Aj| on F  there exist 
nonzero £ K  for which
OO
vB f  c  : ^  € if, M  < M, lim Ai =  0} C B f -%~»+OQ1-1
Hence,
OO
(*) tt(vB f ) C {Y ] AiZi : Ai £ |A;| < |ju|, lim Ai =  0} C tc(B f )-1*^ 00¿5=1
We see that z := [i z i ^  limn-+oo ]C?=i G tt(£ f)  C 7r(Bp)e. If 2 £ [7r(.Bp)] 
then some nonzero multiple of z is in tt(uB f ) and by (*) and --orthogonality of z \ , ¿2» ... 
we must have \i — 0, a contradiction. So z ÿ [7r(Bi?)] D ^(B p)6.
Remark.  From the non-closedness of tv( B f Y  it follows easily that also tt( B f ) is not 
closed.
T H E O R E M  4.2. (Compare [7], Theorem 5.) Lei A  £ C (E tF). The following are 
equivalent
(а) A is semi-Fredholm or has finite rank.
(/?) I f  X  C E  is closed and absolutely convex then (AX)C w closed,
(7 ) I f  D  C E  15 a closed subspace then AD  is closed.
(б) I f  X  C E  is closed, absolutely convex} bounded then (A X )e is closed.
(e) I f  D  C E  is a closed subspace then A ( B p y  is closed.
( 7 7 )  I f  D C E  is a closed subspace then A (B q )  is closed.
I f  K  is spherically complete then the conditions (a) — (77) of above are equivalent to
11
(/?)' I f  X  C E is closed and absolutely convex then A X  is closed.
(Sy I f  X  C E  is closed, absolutely convex} bounded then A X  is closed.
Remarks.
1. For a linear subspace S  of JF* we obviously have S  =  S e. So, (7 ) is equivalent to: If 
D C E  is a closed subspace then (A D )C is closed.
2, If «Pi is not spherically complete neither (/?)' nor (£)' is equivalent to (a) — (77). In 
fact, by [10], Example 6.25 there exists an absolutely convex closed compactoid X  
in Co and an a £ Co such that X  K a  is not closed. Hence if A  is the quotient map 
Co —»■ cq/ K cl then A  is semi-Fred holm while A X  is not closed.
Proof of Theorem 4.2,
(a) =£> (/?) and (a) = »  (/?)'. If A  has finite rank then obviously (/?) and (ft)1 are true, 
so suppose that A  is semi-Fredholm. Decompose A as in §3:
E F 
/*a \  /  Ai 
E/Ker A
If K  is spherically complete then, by finite dimensionality, Ker A  is c-compacfc so 
X  +  Ker A  is closed in E  implying that Tr^pC) is closed in E /Ker A. As A\  is a 
homeomorphism into F  we have AX’ =  A i ^ p f )  is closed in F  and we obtain (/?)'. If 
K  is not spherically complete its valuation is dense. Let A £ JC, (A| > 1; we prove that 
t a (X) C A tt^X ). (Then A X  C A i w ^ X )  C A A X  for each |A| > 1 i.e. A X  C (A X ) e 
and (¡3) follows easily.) By finite dimensionality, Ker A is a complete metrizable lo­
cal compactoid, so by [14], Theorem 1.4 we have X  +  Ker A C X(X  +  Ker A). Now 
X  +  Ker A is closed, absolutely convex and contains Ker A = Ker 7rA. As 7r A is a 
quotient map we have that 7Ta ( X  -f- Ker A) is closed so
1 ^ ( X )  C 7rA(X T K iF A ) C tt^(AX +  Ker A) =  tta (AX) =  Atta (X).
(/J) =$> (7 ). Trivial.
(7 ) (a). Suppose A is not of finite rank. From (7 ) it follows that ImA is closed. 
Suppose Ker A is infinite dimensional. By Lemma 4.1 we then would have a closed 
subspace D  of E  such that tta (^ ) is not closed in E /Ker A. But then A D  =  A ittaD  is 
not closed in F, a contradiction.
(a) =$• (77). If A  has finite rank then (77) is true so suppose A is semi-Fredholm. Then, 
by Theorem 3.4, A\D  is semi-Fredholm so to prove (77) we may assume D  =  E. It
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suffices to show (see the above diagram) that 7r(B e ) is closed. But this is evident since 
7r(B e ) is open, absolutely convex, hence closed.
The implications (tj) (e), (/?) (£) =*► (e) and (/?)' =$> (S)' =*■ (77) are trivial. 
So to complete the proof we shall settle the implication (e) (a). We first consider 
two special cases.
(i) Assume that A  is injective. Suppose A  were not semi-Fredholm. Then by Theorem
3.4 we could find a t G (0,1) and a t-orthogonal sequence ei, e2,-.. with inf„ ||ert|| > 0 
and limn_*oo Aen — 0. We may assume that supw ||en|| < 00. Set
Dn == \en, Gn-h 17 *■•]
and let B n be the closed unit ball of D„. By equivalence of the norms || || and 
,=1 A*e* 1— ► max |A*| on D\ there is a \i G K  such that
co{en, en+1,...} C !±Bn (n G N )
As fi(ABn)c is closed we have for each n G N
i— ■ ■ 1 111 i i  1— *111 .........................— ^ — •
co{ Aenj Aen_j_x j ...} C A(co{en, >■**}) /^(•^•^n)
CZ /i(AJ9n) C AT)rx*
Set s := A&i. Then s G co{Aei, Ae2, ...} C ADi, so there exists a (unique) u G P i  
with s — Au. Since
s G Ae  1 -f ... +  Ae„ +  <5cJ{Aeni Aen+\, C A(ex +  **. +  6n) 4* A D n+\
for each n G N , we can find a dn+i G £>n*H such that Au  =  A(ej 4-... 4* e« +  dn+i). By 
injectivity of A
(*) u =  ei 4- — + en 4- ¿n+i-
On the other hand, e j, e2, ... is a base of D \ , so u — 5 j£ i  i*e* where & G K , limt_oo £{ = 
0. But (*) yields & =  1 for each i, a contradiction.
(ii) Suppose A is surjective. To prove (a) we may assume that F  is infinite dimensional 
and that A is a quotient map E  -+ E /D  ~  F. If D were infinite dimensional we would 
have (Lemma 4.1) a closed subspace F  of E  such that A(Bp)e is not closed contradicting
(e).
(iii) Now let A  G £(-£, F) satisfy (e). As above we decompose A
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E F
\  /  M  
E /Ker A
We shall prove that
(1) if D is a closed subspace of E  then it ¿(Bp)*  is closed,
(2) if D  is a closed subspace of E/K er  A then A \(B d )c is closed.
(Together with (i), (ii) above this will complete the proof.)
Proof of (1), Let A € Iil, |A| > 1 if the valuation of K  is dense, A =  1 otherwise. We 
have A\ o k a(B d ) C AAi o 7ta(B d ), so by injectivity of Ail
*a (B d ) C A ^ ^ A i o tta (Bo )) C AAJ“1A i(7rA(JB£))) — \ tta(B d )-
It follows that 7xa{B d )c is closed.
Proof of (2). We consider two possibilities.
(a) The valuation of K  is dense. Set B q ;= {x £ D  : ||x|| < 1}, We have (B p Y  =  B o  
and, since 7xA is a quotient map,
B d D ^ ( ^ ff; l(D)) D &D-
By using the injectivity of A3 for the second equality we obtain
M * d) =  M ( B o Y )  =  A^BoY  c  -  A { B ^ D)y .
As the latter set is closed we have
M B d) C (VM-Bir-KD)))' C A^B d )'.
(b) The valuation of K  is discrete. From (ii) and (1) above it follows that Ker A  is finite 
dimensional, hence spherically complete. Thus, inf{||a; — y \ \ : y £  Ker A } is a minimum 
for each x £ E  so that ttA( B — B d and A \B q =  A\-ka{ B ^ i^d)) =  A B ^ - h d )- 
As the latter set is closed, so is the former.
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§5. C O M PA C T O PER A TO R S E  -> E
In this section we prove the non-Archimedean counterparts of the classical Riesz Theory- 
on compact operators thus generalizing the results of [2], [6], We shall apply (mainly in 
§6) many properties of the Volume Function of Van Rooij, defined by
n
Vol(3i,X2,. . . ,3n )  =  J J d is t  (z ; ,[z j  \ j  <  ¿])
1= 1
for Xj,..., x n £ E . These properties can be found in [10], Chapters I, VI.
T H E O R E M  5.1* Let T  6 £ (E )  be compact, let A £ K, X ^  0.
(i) Ker (T — XI) is finite dimensional
(ii) Im (T — XI) is closed and is of finite codimension.
Proof. By Corollary 3.3, T  — XI is semi-Fredholm so we have (i) and the first part of
(ii). To prove that Im (T  — A I )  has finite co dimension we may assume A = 1. Let D\ 
be a space in E  that is —orthogonal to Di := Im (T  — I). Then we have for d 6 D\\
\\d\\ < 2 dist (d}D 2) =  2 dist (Td ,D 2) < 2\\Td\\
implying that T\D\ is a homeomorphism. By compactness, dim D\ < oo. It follows 
easily that has finite codimension.
LEM M A  5.2. Let {zi, £2j C E be a compactoid. Then
lim dist (»„Jain+ijin+a,...]) =  0.n—>oo
Proof. Suppose the conclusion were not true. Then there is a 8 >  0 and a subsequence 
i n, , x n7,... such that for each i
dist (xni) [a;m : m > n,*]) > 8.
Then certainly, with yi ;= z ni
dist (t/n , [ym :rn >  n]) > 8  (n £ N).
Now let k G N. We have
8 <  dist (yi,[ym :m  > 1]) < dist (yu  [j/2, ..., yk])
8 < dist [y^AVm : m > 2]) < dist (y2, ft/3, —>yk])
♦
I
8 < dist (yk>[ym : m > fc]) < ||y*||.
Sk < Vol (Vi,... ,1/*)
so that ^V bl (y7i ..V,y*) >
But, since is a compactoid we must have lim ^oo \ZVbl (y^ ..*,yfc) =  0 ([10],
Corollary 6.10), a contradiction.
P R O P O S IT IO N  5*3. Let T  G £ (# )  fee compact, let A £ K,  A ^  0. Then the sequence 
E  D (T  — AJ)J£ D (T — A/)2#  3  ... becomes stationary.
Proof. We may assume A =  1. Suppose
£ d S £ d S2£ 3 . . .
where S' := T — I. As S nE  is closed for each n (Theorem 5.1) we can find a bounded 
sequence eo,ei,... where en G S nE  and dist (en,iSn+1£?) > ^ for each n. The set 
{Tej,Te2,...} is a compactoid so, by the previous lemma, lim„_*oo dist (T en, 
[re n+ i,T en+2>—]) — 0. As Tem G S n+1i£ for each m  > n  we certainly have limn—00 
dist (Ten,5 n+1J5) =  0. But T e „ -e „  =  Sen G so lim ^oo  dist (en,s n+1.E) =  0,
a contradiction.
In a similar way we have:
P R O P O S IT IO N  5.4. Let T  G C(E) be compact, /ei A 6  Ar, A ^  0. Then the sequence
0 C Ker (T — XI) C Ker (T — AT)2 C ... becomes stationary.
Proof. Again, assume A =  1. Suppose (setting S
{0} =  Ker 5°C  Ker S  C K erS 2 C...
* #  *
We can find a bounded sequence e i, e2, ... where en G Ker 5 "  and dist (en, Ker 5 n“ 1) > 
|  for each n. The set {Tei,Te2, ...} is a compactoid so by [10], Corollary 6.11, limn—oo 
dist (Ten,[Tei, ,..,Ten-i]) =  0. As Tei, . . . ,Ten~i are in Ker S *1' 1 we have l i m „ —oo 
dist (Te„, Ker S n~l ) =  0. Now -  en) =  S nen =  0, so T en -  en G Ker S”- 1.
We find limn_+00dist (en , Ker S n~l ) =  0, a contradiction.
COROLLARY 5.5. Lei T  G £ (£ )  6c compact, let X 6 I<, A ^  0.
( i )  I f  T  — AJ ¿5 ¿Tyectftie xi ¿3 surjective.
(ii) I f  T  — XI is surjective it is injective.
Proof.
(i) By Proposition 5.3, (T  -  AI ) mE  =  (T -  AJ)m+1£  for some m. By injectivity of 
(T — AJ)™, E  =  (T -  AJ)#, i.e. T — AJ is surjective.
Multiplication yields
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For an A £ C(E) we define its spectrum as
cr(A) =  {A € K  : A  — XI is not invertible}.
By imitating elementary classical techniques one can show easily that ct(A) is a closed 
and bounded subset of K  (which is, in general, not compact) and that for each A 6  <j(A)
|A| < inf ||An ||" .n
Even when K  is algebraically closed we may have operators A  € C(E) for which sup{|A| : 
A £ cr(A)} < inf ||A” ||£, (Let E  be a complete valued field extension L D K ,  considered 
as a if-Banach space, choose a £ L \ K  and set Ax =  ax (x £ L). Then o'(A) =  0 and 
inf„ l|j4n| |» =  ||A|| =  |a|.)
In the remaining part of §5 we study c(T) for compact operators T  on Banach spaces 
over arbitrary IC, whereas in §6 we shall prove the equality max{|A| : A £ cr(T)} = 
infn ||Tn|| n for compact operators on a Banach space over an algebraically closed K.
T H E O R E M  5.6. Let T  £ £{E) be compact
(i) I f  E  is infinite-dimensional then 0 £ cr(T).
(ii) I f  X £ cr(T), A ^  0 then A is an eigenvalue of T.
(iii) I f  Ai, A2, ... £ <r(T) are distinct then lim„ _ 00 Art =  0.
(iv) cr(T) is compact
Proof (i) This follows for example, from Theorem 3.5 (a) (7 ), whereas (ii) follows 
from Corollary 5.5. As (iv) follows easily from (iii) it remains to show (iii). To this end 
we may suppose that all An are ^  0. For each rc, choose an eigenvector en for An and set 
D n =  [ei, Then dim D n =  n. Inductively we can construct a bounded sequence
xi>x2i ... for which
1
Xn £ D n 1 dist n-\-l 1 Dn') ^  ^
For each n we have Txn+j — A „ _ | _ i £ D n (Proof Set xn+1 =  fie i +  ... +  ^n+ ien+i- 
Then P x 7^-^ . 1 An.— n-—j-i  ^' t—»i CAj An«|-i)£t£t £ [ei, ««1, 671] -■ Dfi), Since Tx^, jT,X2, «■* 
is a compactoid we have by [10], Corollary 6.11 that limn_f00 dist (T x n+i, [T x i,..., T x n}) 
=  0. But
[T x^.^T xn] c  D n
(ii) Similar. (Use Proposition 5.4.)
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so
H — * 0 0
On the other hand,
üm dist (An+1æn+a,D n) =  0.
I
diet (An+iz n+i ,D n) =  |An+1| dist (x n+1,D n) > —|A„+i |
It follows that limn—»00 Xn =  0.
Finally we shall formulate a p-adic version of Fredholm’s alternative.
P R O P O S IT IO N  5.7. Let T  €  C (E ,F )  and h t  T ' : C ( F \ E l) be its adjoint
(i) Ill'll <  Ill’ll.
(ii) I f  T  has finite rank then so has T f.
(iii) I f  T  is compact then so is T \
Proof, (i) and (ii) are obvious. To prove (iii), Let n »— > Tn G C ( E }F)  be a sequence 
of finite rank operators converging to T  ([9]), Theorem 4.39). Then each T*n has finite 
rank and \\T* — T ’n|| < \\T — Tn\\ —* 0, so T ' is compact.
To obtain further conclusions we shall assume that our space is polar in the sense of
[12]. (It is easily seen that a Banach space is polar if and only if the natural map 
j e  : E  —► E n is a linear homeomorphism into E tf).
P R O P O S IT IO N  5.8. Lei E  be a polar space, let T  G £(E) ,
(i) I f  T r is compact then so is T.
(ii) I f  T  is compact then cr(T) =  <r(T'),
Proof (i). From Proposition 5.7 (iii) we obtain that T n is compact. The commutative 
diagram
E  E
JE I  I  JE
E"  -> E"rpn
tells us that j E°T  =  T noj e  is compact. As j  e  is a homeomorphism, T  must be compact,
(ii). If À G K , A £ &(T) then T  — XI  is invertible hence so is T 1 — A I 1 i.e. A $  <r(T '). 
Thus, ¿t(T') C &ÇT), and by the same token, <j(Tn) C ^ ( T () C c(T). We complete the 
proof by showing a{T") D a(T).  So, let A G K,  A £ <r(T"). Then T" -  A/" is invertible, 
so from the commutative diagram
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E T- ì 1 E
3E I 1 J e
E"
and the injectivity of j E we obtain that T  — XI is injective. By Corollary 5.5 we have 
surjectivity of T  — XI hence X £ &(T).
As a corollary we now formulate:
T H E O R E M  5.9. (PREDHOLM’S ALTERNATIVE) Let E  be a polar Banach space, 
let T  E £( E)  be compact Let X £ X ^  0. Then we have precisely one of the following 
two possibilities (a) or (b).
(a) T  — XI and T ' — XI are invertible.
(b) A m an eigenvalue o f T  and X is an eigenvalue o f T 1.
Proof Proposition 5.8 and Theorem 5.6 (ii).
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§6. THE SPECTRAL THEOREM  FO R COM PACT O PERATO R S
The main result of this section was proved in [4], but we shall use an approach that is 
more down-to-earth.
THROUGHOUT §6 WE ASSUME THAT I< IS ALGEBRAICALLY CLOSED.
We need a few remarks on vector-valued analytic functions.
D EFIN ITIO N  6.1. Let X  be a JC-Banach space, let a  £ if , q /  0. Set B ( 0, |or|) =  
{A £ K  : |A| < |a|}. A function ƒ : B(0, \a\) X  is analytic if there exist ao, a i , ... £ X  
such that
OQ
( * )  / ( A )  =  £ > n A "  (A 6  J3(0, M )
n=sQ
PRO PO SITIO N 6.2. I f  f  : B (0, |a|) —> X  is analytic with expansion (*) then
oo := sup |1/(A)|| =  max ||an|| |a |n
A€B(0,M)
Proof. It suffices to consider the case a — 1 (A —+ /(A a) is analytic on B(Q, 1)). PVom 
(*) we obtain, by taking A =  1, that lim an — 0 so there is an m  £  {0 ,1 ,2 ,...} withn—+QO
||am|| =m ax||û:||. The space F  := [ao,ai,...] is of countable type, so letting 0 < e < 1
I
we can find a ip £ F* with ip ^ 0 and |c (^am)| > (1 — e)||v5|| ||am||. Now ip o ƒ is a 
if-valued analytic function for which the conclusion of 6.2 is well known. Thus, we have
OO
IM I  U/H«, >  Ilv> 0 / I I »  =  su p  | y ' v 5 ( a n )An | = m a x | 9 5 ( a „ ) |
1*15» n=£
and we obtain
ll/lloc >  (1 - ¿ : ) | | ö m || =  (1 -  e ) m a x | | a n |j
71
for each e £ (0,1) yielding
OO >  m a x  | | a „ | |
concluding the proof since the opposite inequality is trivial.
COROLLARY 6.3.
(i) V  /(A) =  0 anXn =  K X n (A £ B (0, \a\) then an =  bn for  each n,
(ii) The set of analytic functions B(0, |a|) —> X  is uniformly closed.
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Proof, (i) Follows directly by applying Proposition 6.2 to A >— > 2nLa(a« — ^n)An.
(ii) It suffices to consider the case a  =  1. Proposition 6.2 shows that the map sending 
an analytic ƒ : £ (0 ,1) —*■ X  into the sequence (ao, a i , ...) of its coefficients is a I\-linear 
isometry of the space H (B (0 ,1),X) of all analytic functions £ (0 ,1 ) —+ X  into c0(#), 
the space consisting of all null sequences in E . As cq( E )  is complete, so is iT(jB(0,1), X), 
and (ii) follows.
PR O PO SIT IO N  6.4 . Let X  be a finite'-dimensional Banack space. For an f  : 
£(0 , |a|) -+ X  the following are equivalent 
(a:) ƒ is analytic.
(p) For each ip £ X 1 the function ip o f  : £ ( 0 , \a\) —» ¿5 analytic.
Proof (a)  =>> (/?) is obvious. Suppose (/?). Then for each ip £ X* there exist 
ao(<^),ai(<^),... G K  such that
OO
r t ƒ(*)) =  £  “ „(*>)An (A €£(0 ,1*1).
n = l
For each n the map ip i— > an(ip) is in X ”. By reflexivity, there exists a sequence
... in X  with an(^) =  V?(&n) for each ip £ X*. Then — XJnLo V^nJA” =
bn An) for all A G B (0, |a|), all ip G X f and it follows that ƒ (A) =  &nAn(A G 
B(0, |a|).
D E FIN IT IO N  6.5. Let A  £  C(E). Set
v(A) =  inf ||An||« =  Hm||An||n (see [9], Theorem 6.22).
n n
A is a spectral operator if
sup{|A| : A G <7(A)} =  v (A ),
For A  £ C(E) set
UA =  {A G K  : ( I  -  AA)_1 exists in £ (£ )}
(Z/A is open and 0 G £7a) and
CA =  {a  G K  : £(0, |/3|) C 0U for some p £ I<, |/3| > |a|}
PR O PO SITIO N  6.6. i^ or an A G £(-£?) the following are equivalent
(a) A  i3 a spectral operator.
(P) ( I  -  ^ r 1 =  o ^ A ” (A €  Ca )
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(7 ) For each a  E CAl a  ^  0 the function A i— ► (I  — A A) 1 is analytic on B (  0, H )-  
Proof. By uniqueness of coefficients (Corollary 6.3 (i)) and the fact that formula (/?) 
holds for small |A| we may conclude (/?)<=>- (7 ). To prove (a) =>• (/?), let A E CA . There 
is a ft £ K , \/3\ > |A| with: I  — ¡jlA  is invertible for each |/x| < \fi\ i.e. A  — v I  is invertible 
for each \v\ > I/?!”1. Thus for each element r E c(A) we have \r\ < \fi\~1. As A is 
spectral, v(A)  <  |/?|~3 i.e. v(fiA) <  1, so i/(AA) < 1, and (/?) follows. Conversely, 
suppose (¡3). Let A E K> |A| > sup{|r| : r E 0"(A)}; we prove that |A| > v(A). Choose 
a Ai £ K  with |Aj >  ¡Ai| >  sup{|Tj : r E o-(A)}. Then I  — /iA exists for all \fi\ < ¡Ail“1 
and it follows that A"1 E Ca * By (/?), i/(A_1A) <  1 i.e. |A| > v(A).
Remark. It is not hard to see that, for any A  E C(E), the map A 1— ► (J — AA)-1 is C°° 
on Z7A.
PRO PO SITIO N 6.7. Lei A  £ C(E). I f  the algebra generated by A  is finite dimen­
sional then A  u  spectral
Proof Let 21 be the algebra generated by I  and A. If Z  is an algebra, 21 C Z ,  then, by 
finite dimensionality, invertibility of an element of 2t is the same as invertibility in Z. 
Thus, we may assume that is isomorphic to the n x n-matrix algebra for some n  6 N. 
For each A E UA the matrix coefficients of I  — XA are polynomials (of degree < 1.) By 
the Cramer rule, the matrix coefficients of ( I  ~  AA)-1 are rational functions of A £ Ua , 
hence analytic on each disc J3(0, |a|) where a  £ Ca • Now use Proposition 6.6.
COROLLARY 6.8. I f  A  £ C(E) has finite rank then A  is spectral
LEM M A 6.9. Lei A i, A2,... be spectral operators and let A  =  lim ^oo An in the sense 
of the norm. Suppose that for every a  £ CA
M a := sup | | ( /  — AA)- 1 || <  00.
W<M
Then A is a spectral operator.
Proof Let a £ a  ^  0, We may suppose \\A — A n \\ <  (lalM c)"1 for each n. Let 
A £ B (0, |a|). Since
I  -  A An =  (I -  A A ) ( 1 4- (I -  A A)"1 A(A -  An))
| | ( 7 -  A A )-‘ A(ji -  A„)|| <  M a W  ||A -  A n\\ <  1
the operator I  — AAn is invertible for each n and
| |(I  -  AAn) - ‘ || <  | | ( /  -  AA)“ 11| || ¿ ( - 1 ) * ( ( /  -  AA)"1 A(A -  X„))*||
k=Q
< ||(7 -  AA)"11| <  M a
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Now from
HOT -  A A ) - 1 - ( I -  A A „)_1|| =  ||(J -  XAn)~lX(A -  A n)(I ~  X A y 1
<  M l \a \  ||A -  A„
we obtain ]imn~+00(I  ~~ AAn)- 1  =  ( I  — AA)~* uniformly in A € B(0, |o;|), so A 
(I — A A) " 1 is analytic on £(Q, \a\) by Corollary 6.3, and A is spectral by Proposition 
6.6 (7 )  =¥ ( a ) .
To arrive at the conclusion that a compact operator A is spectral it suffices, by Lemma 
6,9, to show that M a <  00 for each a  E C a • To this end we introduce certain numbers 
associated to A.
D E FIN IT IO N  6 . 1 0 . Let E  be infinite dimensional, let A € C(E). For k  e  N  set
Ajt(A) =  sup{ 17 ’‘*"^   ^ : ^15 - %k linearly independent}
VOll "Jb )
A_(A) =  liminf ^/At(A)
00
A+(A) =  limsup ^/Ajt(A),
Jt—+00
It is not difficult to see that, using
"Vol^Aii , >.•, A x Vol(A y \ , . ,  A yk )
Vol(xi, ...,a:jfc) Vol(yi,...1yjb)
as soon as [a: 1 , ...,£*] =  [2/1 , ■••2/fc] is ^-dimensional ([10], Corollary 1.6) we have
Afc(A) =  supiVo^Az!,..., A x k ) : \\xi\\ < 1 for each i} 
A*(A) <  ||A ||l  
0 <  A _ (A )<  A+(A )< ||A ||.
PR O PO SITIO N  6.11. Let A  E C(E) be compact. Then A+(A) =  0.
Proof. By compactoidity of the image of the unit ball under A and by [10], Corollary 
6,10 there exist positive numbers cj, C2, ... tending to 0 such that for all X\ ) x^ in the 
unit ball
Vol (A r c ! ,A x * )  < C!C2...Cjt ( k £ N )
Then
Ajk(A) < cic2...cfc ( k  E N)
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so that
A+(A) =  limsup VA*(A) < limsup y/c\.,7c* =  0.
k—>oo k">aa
Finally we prove:
PR O PO SITIO N 6.12. Let A  € C(E) be such that
M a =  sup ||(I — AA)_1|| =  oo 
|A|<H
for some a  £ CA then A -(A ) > 0.
Proof. I. There exists a sequence Ai,A2,... £ K  with |An| < |a| for each n  with 
||(J — AnA)_1|| —* oo. So there exists a sequence in & tending to 0 such
that for
x n :=  ( I  A^A) yn
we have infn \\xn\\ > 0 and supn ||xn|| < oo. We claim that Ai,A2,... does not have 
a convergent subsequence. In fact if Artl. —* A then |A| < \a\ but (I  — AA)xn. —* 0 
implying that I  — A A is not invertible. So, by taking a suitable subsequence, we may 
assume infn9im |An — Am| > 0. Now the space D  =  [xi,:e2, •*•] is of countable type, so 
there exists a norm || ||' on equivalent to || ||, with ||a:11' £ \K\ for all x  € D. By 
extending this norm to a norm || ||" on equivalent to || || and by multiplication of 
x n by suitable scalars we can arrange that H^nlT =  1 f°r all n - Since 4A_(A) > 0’ does 
not depend on the choice of an equivalent norm we may suppose that || ||" =  || || i.e. 
that ||xn|| =  1 for each n. Finally it is easy to see that without loss of generality we 
may assume that ||A|| < 1.
II. From I it follows that we may assume the existence of Aj,A2,... € K  and 
£ 1 , 22, such that
(i) U \ \  <  1
(ii) IAn | < \a\ for each n
(iii) p infn i^m |An Am | > 0
(iv) j|xn|| =  1 for all n
(v) limn_ 00(xn -  AnA x n) -  0.
We claim that for each n  £ N  there exists a positive number r(n) such that
V o l ( x / s H “2, •••> fc+n) ^ *^(^ 0
for almost all k £ N.
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Proof of the claim. By induction with respect to n. Choose r(l) =  1. Suppose 
r( 1), r ( 2 ) , r(n  — 1) have been defined with the right property. Then there is a k0 6 N  
such that
Vol^ Xfc-^ i, Xk+2 ) ® Jb+n—1 ) ^ r(rt 1) (& ^ A?o )
Choose 0 < e < p • (r(l) ■ r(2)...r(n — I))2 and k \  > ko such that ||a;m — AmAxm|| < e 
for all m  > k\. We shall prove that for m > k \
Vol(xm+i,x m+2, ^  **( )^
where
r(n) := r(n — 1) • l a p 1/? • r(l)...r(n — 1).
In fact, by the induction hypothesis, we have for m  > ki > ko
Vo^Xyn^-j, Xrn_|_2, • ••, j-xi) =  d ist((xm4.n, [xm-fl j •••) &m+n*~l])* "Vol(iEjn+l j ••
> dist(xm+n, [®m+1, ..., xm+„_i]). r(n  ~  1)
Thus we have to show that for each choice of ...,£n- i  £ K
V “I” *t* £n—l^m-Hri—l)
has norm > |a |-1 pr(l).,.r(n — 1), Set t — r(l)„,r(n — 1), As < 1 we have
> M "1/)* if Hii®m+i+...+fn-iXm+n-i|| #  1- Thus, we may assume 1 =  ||rcm+n|| =
| | i l ^ m + l  +  ... +  i n - l ^ m + n - 1 1 | *
We have
n—1
(1) ||Aj/|| =  ||A x m+n -  A (Zi ' *m+.OII ^  llvll (since ll^ll <  1)
1=1
n—1
(2) |]Am-fnJ/H ~  || Am-j-nXm-j-n ~  y j  Am-{-n£i£m4-i|| <  Q;| \ y
¿=1
Combination of (1), (2), (3) yields
n—1
(*) II £  £.-(-W„ -  Am+i) z m+i|| < e V  emax |f,-| V |[t/|| V |a| ||</[
1 = 1
By the induction hypotheses, the xm+i>..., xm+n_i are i-orthogonal. So 1 > || ^ ^ 1  
f»£m+i|| >  ¿max |£»*| and hence max |f,| < t -1 . With this information and the fact that 
¿“1 > 1 and \a\ > 1 (since ||A|| < 1) (*) becomes
n - l
( * * )  1 1 E  £i(Atn-f*n A m-f t)^m +t|| V  jet
¿=1
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On the other hand, we have by the same t-orthogonality
n—1
^  t m a x  j^i| \ \ m+n 
K i< n  »+1
>  <i>max|£;| >  i/»||£i*m+i +  ... + £ n-i* m + n -l | |  =  *P- 
This, combined with (**) yields
tp < t 1e V |a| ||y||
By our choice e < pt2 we therefore must have
< M llvll i-e- llvll ^  l«t~V.
which finishes the proof of the claim.
III. Finally we prove that A_(A) > 0. Let Ai,A2,... and x i ,x 2,... be as in Part 
II. Let n E N. Choose an e with 0 < e < r(n), and choose a ko E N  such that 
Vol (x**fi,X)H-2} ••• » x*+n) >  Kn) for all k > ko (this is part II), and also such that 
x j — Aji4xj|| <  e for j  > kQ. By Lemma 6.13 below we then have for k > ko
(* * *) Vol (Xfc+i^.^Xjfc+n) =  Vol (Afc+ iAxjfe+i, Afc+ n Afc+n)
(part II has been set up to obtain this equality). By using the properties of the Volume 
function and the definition of A „(A) we obtain from (***):
Vol (xjt-f-l) ***1 J^fc+n) “  | Afc-f-i ...Afc.|_n j Vol (Axfc+J, Axjt+n)
~  |Ajb+i.-Ajb+n|An(A) Vol (x^^i, . . . ,xfc-f-n)
It follows that
A„(A) >  |Afc+1...At+n| 1 > |q | n
As n was arbitrary we find
A_(A) =  liminf VA„(A) > |a| > 0.
n—►oo
LEM M A 6.13. Let x u . . . ,xn E E t ||2 t*|| < 1 for  each i and 0 < £ < Vol ( x i , x „ ) .  
I f  y i , yn G E ,  |Jyt || ^  £ for each i then Vol (xj, ..., x^) — Vol (j/i,..., J/n)*
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Proof, Observe that e < 1 so that ||y»|| <  1 for each i. By the symmetry of the Volume 
function it suffices to prove that Vol ( ® i , x n) =  Vol (3/1 , ®2, We have
Vol (xj j ...j X )^ ~  dist (x i, [»^ 2> *»*j *^ n]) Vol (#2 j &n)
< max [dist (xi - y i , [ x 2,...,x„]), dist (y i}[x2, —,®n])]. Vol(x2, ...,®n)
< max[e Vol (x2,...,x„), dist (yi,[®2j — j1»*])- Vol (x2, ...,3»)]
<  max(s, Vol (y i,x 2, —»®r»))«
As £ < Vol (x i,...,x„ ) we find Vol (x i,...7xn) < Vol (y1}x2}..,,xn), To prove the 
opposite inequality, observe that e < Vol (t/i, x2, ...,xn) so we can repeat the first part 
of this proof, where y\ and x* are interchanged.
As a corollary we obtain
TH EO REM  6.14. (SPECTRAL THEOREM FOR COMPACT OPERATORS) Let
E  be a Banach space over an algebraically closed K . Then for each compact operator
A  e  C{E)
max{|A| A £ c(A)} — lim ||AB||" =  v(A).
n—►oo
Proof. From Propositions 6.11 and 6.12 it follows that M a < 00 for each a  £ CA. Let 
Ai, A2, be operators of finite rank with lim ^oo ||A — An|| =  0. Each A n is spectral 
by Proposition 6.7. Then A  is spectral by Lemma 6.9.
Remark. The conclusion of Theorem 6.14 also holds if A £ £ ( E )  and A n is compact for 
some n  £ N  (<r(A)n =  cr(An) and u(A n) =  KA)*1)).
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